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Framework agreement for the supply and delivery of supplies to the Electrical Section within the
Restoration and Maintenance Directorate

Clarification No. 1

Clarification Requests
Question 1:

Although it is understood that bidders can quote for a number of lots and
therefore not bid for certain lots, will it be acceptable for the bidder to quote
for some of the items of each lot? In other words, can one quote for certain
items in a lot or does the bidder need to quote for each and every item listed
in the lot they are quoting for?

Answer 1:

It is being confirmed that bidders can quote for any number of lots. However,
bidders have to quote for all the items in the lots they choose to bid for.

Question 2:

Please clarify that in Lot 3, items 3 and 4, whether we are quote for electronic
ballasts (control gear) for the lamps mentioned as per Lot 3, items 1 and 2. If
so, I am assuming that Lot 3, item 4 should read Control gear...70w and not
35w, as the 35w ballast is being requested as per Lot, item 3.

Answer 2:

As Section 3 of the Tender, Bidders are required to bid only for HCI-T CERAMIC
G12 35w WDL 830 (Bx12) 4008321681850 and HCI-T CERAMIC G12 35w WDL
830 (Bx12) 4008321681850

Question 3:

Please clarify whether lamp described as PL lamp 7w daylight re Lot 8, item 9,
is to be a G23 lamp cap or possibly E27 or E14 or B22?

Answer 3:

As per Section Three of the Tender Document, the Contracting Authority is
requesting that the PL lamp is 72 daylight.

Question 4:

Please clarify whether the IP65 light fitting for the 5ft LED tubes, is to house
either one 5ft tube or two 5ft tubes.

Answer 4:

As per Section Three of the Tender Document, the light fitting should be IP
65 irrespective if it is capable in housing one 5ft tube or two.

All other tender documents, conditions and requirements, which are not superseded by this
Clarification, remain in place.

